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reports are prepared for distribution. Mineral and rock specimens are examined for 
prospectors. Preliminary examinations of mineral prospects are performed where requested 
and circumstances warrant. The Mine Assessment Division is responsible for collection 
of mining tax and royalties and preparation of statistics concerning mineral production. 
The Bathurst Office Division serves as recording office for northeastern New Brunswick. 
In addition claim maps as well as topographical, geological and aeromagnetic maps are 
available for inspection and distribution. The staff is prepared to provide information 
concerning the Mining Act and the use of various types of maps. 

Quebec.—The Mining Act (R.S.Q. 1941, c. 196) authorizes the Quebec Department 
of Mines to build, maintain and improve roads needed for mining development. Such 
work is done by contract under the supervision of departmental engineers. The Act gives 
the Department considerable latitude in this respect. Certain major roads have been 
built to new mining districts and completely paid for; on the other hand if a particular 
property requires a branch road from an established highway the owner may be required 
to contribute a portion of the cost. To prevent the development of uncontrolled settle
ments in the vicinity of operating mines the Department regulates the use of land and 
permits the establishment of well organized communities. The municipal organization of 
such communities is jointly administered by the Department of Mines and the Department 
of Municipal Affairs. 

The Department maintains well equipped laboratories for the benefit of prospectors, 
geologists, engineers and mine operators. The facilities include equipment for mineralogy, 
petrography, ore dressing, and analysis by wet or dry assays, spectrography or X-ray. 
Qualitative and mineralogical determinations are made free but quantitative analyses 
are made for a fee according to a tariff schedule. The Mining Act provides free coupons 
to be used by prospectors in paying for such analyses. 

At Val d'Or in western Quebec the Department maintains a sampling and treatment 
plant where tests may be made on bulk samples and where precious metals may be recovered 
for prospectors at cost price. The treatment plant, which is fully equipped to carry out a 
wide variety of pilot-scale ore dressing tests, is at the disposal of mine owners who wish to 
establish mill-flow sheets. At Thetford Mines in the heart of the asbestos district the 
Department maintains a laboratory where classification of asbestos is made according to 
standard designations or grades. The Province has authorized the establishment of 
research laboratories to assist mining and metallurgical enterprises in the processes and 
techniques of extracting, transforming and utilizing ores. 

The Department undertakes geological mapping and inspection. The work is divided 
between two branches, one responsible for reconnaissance (areal) mapping, the other 
doing detailed mapping in mining districts and inspection of individual deposits or pro
perties. Field parties are headed by geologists or mining engineers. The published reports 
on these investigations are distributed free upon request. During the field season about 
30 parties are maintained in different sections of the Province. Offices, in charge of resident 
geologists, are maintained in mining districts, to collect, preserve and compile geological 
information disclosed by mining explorations and individual sheets of the compilation 
are made available to the public. 

The Department employs inspectors whose duties are almost exclusively concerned 
with the safety of workmen in operating mines. Two Mobile Mine Rescue Stations are 
also operated and a mine rescue training program conducted. 

In the field of education for prospectors five-week courses at university level are 
organized each year at Laval and Montreal Universities. University scholarships are 
granted each year to deserving undergraduates and postgraduate students in mining, 
geology and metallurgy, thus contributing to the training of qualified engineers for the 
benefit of the mining industry. Lectures are given to prospectors at different localities 
throughout the Province. 


